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Welcome to  

tKo Dojo 
 

Through a dedicated, systematic and intensive Martial Arts program, our studio is known for producing the 
incentive to help you become a more confident individual, both physically and mentally, regardless of age or 

sex.  Our program guarantees success… provided that you attend at least two classes each week, apply the 
concepts and techniques that you learn in class, and complete the current program of instruction. 

 
 

this stuDent hanDbooK is DeDicateD to our families Who 
taught us to persevere until We reach our goals, to our 

instructors Who instill in us life of a martial artist, anD our 
stuDents Who continue to maKe this traDition eternal 

 



 
 

Student Creed 
 

To build True Confidence 
Through Knowledge in the Mind, 

Honesty in the Heart, 
And Strength in the Body 

 
To keep Friendship with one another and 

To buld a Strong and Happy Community 
 

Never fight to achieve selfish ends, 
But to develop MIGHT FOR RIGHT 

 
Jhoon Rhee 

 
Student of Karate Must Develop These Qualities 

 
Respect and Courtesy 
The utmost respect must be given to one’s country, flag, parents, and Karate Instructor.  Courtesy and respect 
should be extended to all fellow human and particularly to those of advanced age. 
 
Modesty 
Karate students are expected to be humble about their accomplishments.  Bullies and braggarts have no place in 
Karate.  One should have a quiet feeling of pride in their achievements, but need not feel compelled to boast of 
their accomplishments. 
 
Self-Control 
One should never lose his or her temper.  One’s skill is seriously diminished if control over emotions is lost.  
Furthermore, one should never use Karate except in self-defense. 
 
Perseverance 
It is normal to become discouraged occasionally, particularly when pursuing an activity sufficiently challenging 
to be worthwhile.  However, one should persevere until mastery is accomplished. Never give up! 
 
Indomitable Spirit 
This is an expression of all the other point in Karate doctrine.  A person knowledgeable in Karate should use their 
skill and education to fight injustice.  One should strive to overcome personal weakness in all areas of life and 
always be a credit to themselves and their art. 



TKO PROGRAMS 
     

    We appreciate the opportunity to share with you the reasons that TKO has been rated among the top 10 
best martial arts schools in the United States since 1995.  We will show you just how fun, safe, exciting, and 
beneficial our program is for you and your family.   
    TKO is a growing group of martial arts schools in Texas.  Through a dedicated, systematic, and intensive 
martial arts program, TKO is known for producing the incentive to help you become a more confident 
individual, both physically and mentally, regardless of age or sex.  Founded on principals of teaching 
excellence and tradition, we provide students, like you, with the most complete and effective methods to 
reach your full potential. 
    Our instructors are personally selected not only for their martial arts skills but also for their ability to 
effectively communicate their knowledge and understanding to students of all ages.   All of our instructors 
are dedicated and have earned state, national and world titles, but remain focused on each student’s goals.  
Since our instructors continue to learn themselves, they understand the importance of improving their 
abilities and the commitment to helping YOU to achieve your goals.  It’s no surprise that TKO is rated 
among the top 10 best martial arts schools in the United States since 1995. 
    One of the reasons Martial Arts is so popular is that it’s fun and safe.  No other workout gives you the 
same results!  Getting in shape and learning to defend yourself is an investment in a better you! 
    We offer many programs for even the busiest students.  From pre-school classes to fitness classes and 
black belt programs, we have a class that is right for you! 
 

LITTLE NINJA CLASS 
 Kids can start as young as 3-years old in the Little Ninja 
class where “Kids Safe” techniques are learned and 
stressed.  Our children’s classes are great outlets for 
aggression. Our workouts improve concentration and 
children’s attention spans.  Rules are enforced to instill good 
behavior so the kids begin to make better choices, which 
helps not only at home, but also more importantly in 
academic studies.   Schools, teachers, medical doctors, and 
parents have recommended our school to help give kids 
focus and a positive direction for all of their extra energy. 
 

CHILDREN CLASS 
TKO training is great for children.  Our classes 
are fun, exciting and motivating.  Through 
moving up in the belt system, kids build self-
esteem and begin to feel better about themselves 
as they achieve their goals.  
Our programs teach practical and proven self-
defense techniques.  Kids, teenagers and adults 
alike are taught that what they learn in class 
should not be tried on their families or others.  
Through practicing self-defense, we teach to 
resolve conflicts by using minds instead of 
physical aggression. 
    



Psychologists’ studies have found better self-esteem and discipline among children whose training in the 
martial arts was begun at an early age..  That is why millions of parents are using martial arts to help in the 
education of their children. 
  
At TKO, we teach children and teenagers discipline.  Our trained staff is very patient and they love working 
with kids, but they are very clear on setting limits.  With positive encouragement and careful correction, we 
lead by example.  The TKO Star System is a great way to recognize excellence in conduct and special 
awards in academics for the junior students. 
 

ADULT CLASS 
 One of the reasons why adults think they cannot participate in 
martial arts is because they are not in tip-top shape.  While it is 
certainly true that learning martial arts will be easier if you are 
in good physical shape, you don’t have to be in great shape in 
order to learn from a martial arts class. In fact, if you are 
committed to your training program, participating in a martial 
arts class will help you get into better shape. 
   Through the physical activity and the mental training you 
enjoy at your martial arts class, you may very well extend your 
life due to your improved health. At the very minimum, you will 
improve your quality life as you enjoy a stronger, more flexible 
body that offers a greater amount of endurance. 
 

 
XMA/ WEAPON CLASS 
Xtreme Martial Arts or XMA, is a mixed 
sport of acrobatics, gymnastics and martial 
arts. XMA also sets an X-games kind of pace 
to weapons drills as well. It is a combination 
of techniques, methods of movements and 
philosophies from all martial arts styles. It is 
a mixture of virtually all martial arts styles 
blended together with high-flying acrobatics 
and gymnastics. 
 
The program is: "The ability to perform 
highly skilled moves and also the ability to 
perform basic moves and make them look 
spectacular! This is why XMA is not only for 
the elite level athletes and competitors, but 
also for beginners at the entry level as well. It 
is the look in one’s eyes and position of one’s body that tells the story. It’s not only about punching and 
kicking, or jumping and flipping, but more, showing strength through the mind as well as the body. To stand 
planted with your feet on the ground and command the attention of the audience without sound or 
movement, using only the look in your eyes and the strength of your stance, actually shows more power than 
any punch, kick or flip. That’s Xtreme! XMA (Xtreme Martial Arts) is great for the extreme person and the 
not so extreme! The great thing about XMA is that it’s designed for anyone... You don’t need any prior 
knowledge of martial arts to try it out (or look good doing it either)! The point of the XMA class is to take 
the skills that students already have and turn them to the XTREME! 



TKO FOUNDER MASTER W. NGUYEN 
 
Date of birth:  December 4, 1970  
Place of birth:  Saigon, Vietnam  
Residence:  Houston, Texas  
Ethnicity:  Asian  
Graduate of:  Katy High School Class of 1990  
Marital Status:  Married to Jenny Nguyen 
Children:  3 (Sean, Jaden and Kylie) 
Profession (Day Job): Employed as a Karate Instructor with 
Chuck Norris "KickStart"  since 1996 (www.kick-start.org) 
Martial arts instructor:  April Cunningham 
Year began martial arts:  1980  
Style of martial arts:  7th Degree Black Belt in Taekwondo 
and member of the AKBBA (American Black Belt Association)   
Sport karate highlights:  
   1994 A.O.K. Golden Greek Award  
   1994 S.O.C.K. – Texas Overall Champion  
   1995 AOK State Champion  
   1996 Jhoon Rhea Grand Champion  
   1996 NBL World Champion - Weapons  
   1997 NBL World Champion – Choreographed Self-defense             
   2009 NBL World Champion—Creative Forms  
#1 Martial arts goal:  To be a role model 
#2 Martial arts goal:  To teach others to be leaders  
Non-martial arts goal:  Live life to the fullest 

The Nguyen’s arrived in Houston in 1974 with four small children, Ann, the oldest; Dean, a HPD police officer and a 5th 
Degree Black Belt; Chau, a retired television news journalist and anchor for Channel 11 News in Houston; and 7 th 
degree Master Wayne Nguyen, AKA “The White Ninja”.   
  
Master W. Nguyen is recognized as one of the leading martial artists in the world of sport karate as a competitor, 
promoter and instructor.  In 1994, Master W. Nguyen Founded TKO (Texas Karate Organization) along with co-
founder Dewey Sutton.  They took the TKO name and made it one of the most recognized organizations in Texas.   
Since 1998, TKO has provided a sanctioned karate sport league though out Texas.  The TKO league provides state 
ratings, a Texas Karate Sport magazine publications and a state finals event. 
  
Not only is TKO a sport league, it is also a traditional martial arts system rooted in a combination of martial-art styles. 
The TKO system offers a well-balanced and complete system, combining unarmed self-defense and fitness.  The 
classes are based on Korean Chung Do Kwan-Tae Kwon Do, Japanese Karate, Judo, Jui-jitsu, Aikido and Kickboxing.  
With over 20 years of martial arts teaching, Master W. Nguyen has developed a unique and practical martial arts 
program for toddlers, children and adults.   
  
Currently, Master W. Nguyen has two occupation. His day occupation is being an instructor for Chuck Norris’ 
“KickStartKids”, where he has been teaching for many years at the HISD school District.  Master W. Nguyen 2nd career 
is owning, operating and license many successful TKO studios throughout the Texas area.      
  
Of all the honors Master W. Nguyen has earned, the memory that stands out the most, was when he was chosen to be 
in the Chuck Norris movie "SideKicks."   You might recognize him as the bully, or in his famous scene as the "white 
ninja" performing the nunchukus form in “Sidekicks.”  Although he enjoyed that type of work, his heart was here with 
his karate school and his students.  Being a World Champion himself, Master W. Nguyen trained and produced 
hundreds of Black Belts and many became state, nationals and world champions! 



 

About A.K.B.B.A. (American Karate Black Belt Association) 

The American Karate Black Belt Association, also known as A.K.B.B.A., is a non-profit organization 
created to insure a standard of business ethics for professional martial arts schools.  The A.K.B.B.A., a 
fraternal business martial arts association, helps school owners operate a professional, profitable, and 
successful martial arts studio.  In addition, the A.K.B.B.A. helps to insure rank registration of its student 
members when an instructor or school is no longer available in that area.  

A.K.B.B.A. History 

The American Karate Black Belt Association (A.K.B.B.A.) began as the Southwest Karate Black Belt 
Association (S.W.K.B.B.A.). Under the guidance of Mr. Allen Steen, American and Texas Karate Pioneer, 
the association became one of the largest and most dynamic martial arts associations in the world.   

Initially composed of Black Belts from Allen Steen’s Texas Karate Institute empire along with other top 
Black Belt competitors and promoters from the Southwest United States.  Some of the notable Black Belts 
include David "Dai Won" Moon (winner of 3 consecutive U.S. Championships in the 1960’s) and Sam 
Allred (a New Mexico Karate Pioneer who promoted the famous Central North American Karate 
Championships).   

The Association was a virtual Who’s Who of the top karate competitors in the United States.  Association 
Black Belts literally dominated the top 10 rankings throughout the 1960’s and 1970’s.  The association was 
founded by Allen Steen, Grand Champion winner of the 1964 Long Beach Internationals and promoter of the 
United States Karate Championships.  Among its membership were such karate pioneers and martial arts 
greats as Mr. J. Pat Burleson (winner of many National titles in the 1960’s and promoter of the famous 
“rough and tough” Texas State Karate Championships), Mike Anderson, Skipper Mullins, Demetrius "The 
Greek"  Havanas, Walt Bone, Al Dacascos, Ed Daniels, and Fred Wren, just to name a few.   

Karate in Texas was hard and tough, throughout the entire country, the Allen Steen brand of Tae Kwon Do - 
Chung Do Kwan was known as “Texas Blood and Guts Karate".  So tough were A.K.B.B.A. Black Belts, 
that one national tournament competitor in the 1970’s commented on why he came to a national tournament 
but didn’t compete, “I didn’t travel over a thousand miles to have my teeth knocked out by some Texan.”  
Such was the reputation of the Black Belts of the association that an article in the Black Belt Magazine once 
commented “anyone in the tournament facing someone wearing the red and black Southwest Karate Black 
Belt Association emblem knows he's in for a tough fight."  

The Association grew so large throughout the nation that it no longer was really a “Southwest” association, 
but an American association.  So in 1972, the name was changed to the American Karate Black Belt 
Association, and the former red and black shield of the S.W.K.B.B.A. was changed to the now familiar red, 
white and blue A.K.B.B.A. shield.   

In the late 1970’s, after years of owning and operating many successful karate school chains and successfully 
producing international tournament competitions, Allen Steen entered into other business avenues.  He 
settled into the king of all Texas enterprises, the oil business.  He began to divest his vast holdings in the 
karate schools and tournaments to various students and friends.  Mr. Walt Mason and Mr. Barry Guimbellot 



purchased the Richardson School of Allen Steen’s Texas Karate Institutes.  Walt Mason and Barry 
Guimbellot opened and successfully opened and managed several other Texas Karate Institutes in the 
surrounding Dallas, Texas area.   

With Allen Steen’s departure from the helm, many of his highly capable associates and students, who had 
long been established in their own schools while obtaining national reputations in their own rights, began to 
form or focus on their own organizations.  

Under Allen Steen’s direction the A.K.B.B.A. had gained the reputation of one of the highest standards in 
the world in requirements for school quality and belt ranking.  Whether it was true or not, the comment was 
often made that “a Brown Belt from the A.K.B.B.A. was good for a 3rd Degree Black Belt most anywhere 
else.”   

The face of tournament karate changed, and so did the karate school business during the 1980’s. The 
innovation of safety gear, the increasing numbers of schools and tournaments, led to a more unified set of 
rules and practices throughout the country in the open system tournament competition.  The old “Blood and 
Guts Texas Karate” was no longer the standard in the Southwest.  

In the late 1970’s J. Pat Burleson, an original member of the S.W.K.B.B.A., and charter Board member of 
the A.K.B.B.A. Southwest Region, moved out of Texas to pursue other business opportunities.  He turned 
over the reigns of the AKBBA to Mr. Bob Nuttall, of Weatherford, TX.  A close friendship had developed 
over the years, between Bob Nuttall and Walt Mason, who was creating a lot of positive activity with the 
A.K.B.B.A.  Mr. Nuttall decided to turn over all of reins to Walt Mason and form one large organization.  
With a new interest by many schools in Texas, under the leadership of Walt Mason and Bob Nuttall, the 
A.K.B.B.A. took on a new direction, that of a “fraternal business martial arts organization”.  Maintaining all 
of the guidelines and requirements, set forth by Allen Steen, the A.K.B.B.A. added a new zeal towards: 
business ethics, cooperation, educational excellence, and a success goal for each A.K.B.B.A. school.  

Still a number of the original A.K.B.B.A. black belt groups were around.  Still teaching and practicing Texas 
Karate the rough and tough 1960’s & 1970’s A.K.B.B.A. way.  Several attempts to re-establish the standard 
and tough style were made, but met with varied levels of success.  Many instructors had given up their 
A.K.B.B.A. affiliation rights and tried forming new organizations. One member of the original A.K.B.B.A., 
Charles Bouton, from Lubbock, Texas, still continued to use the independent region that Allen Steen had 
granted to him in the early 1980’s.  Bouton is sill active with many fine black belts doing a system called 
Chin Sook Hage Kwan.  Another Texas Karate Institute in Lubbock, Texas, previously owned by Mr. Andy 
White, is now owned and operated by Mr. Tom Downs.  Mr. Downs chose to continue with the original 
A.K.B.B.A. and Tae Kwon Do - Chung Do Kwan system.  A student of Tom Downs, Klay Pittman opened 
another successful school in Lubbock, TX. American Karate Academy, follows in his instructor footsteps 
and Chung Do Kwan.   

With the return of J. Pat Burleson to the Dallas-Ft. Worth area in 1990, Walt Mason and Bob Nuttall along 
with their friend and instructor proceeded to create a membership of the Board of Governors to govern the 
A.K.B.B.A.  Under the leadership of Walt Mason, the organization proudly sports a huge membership base 
with approximately 32 schools in Dallas, Ft. Worth, Granbury, Azle, Plano, Richardson, Garland, Crandall, 
Sherman-Denison, Weatherford, Houston, Lubbock, Midland, and Austin, Texas.  Also in Oklahoma, 
Seattle/ Ft. Washington, Washington, California and Canada.   

The first generation of Allen Steen’s students are, on the whole, past the half century mark in age now, but 
the Texas Blood and Guts style and standard they practiced still lives on under the American Karate Black 
Belt Association and Texas Karate Institute.  



JOINING THE BLACK BELT CLUB 

 

Black Belt Club: BBC 
The BBC is an association of Black Belts and non-black belt students. These students have set reaching 
Black Belt as their Martial Arts goal. The BBC provides its members an in depth and traditional training 
curriculum designed to help them achieve Black Belt Excellence and the highest levels of physical, mental 
and spiritual development. 

Benefits and Privileges of the BBC 
Being a member of the BBC testifies to the student’s high level of dedication to, and proficiency in, the 
Martial Arts. Certain benefits and privileges are made available to members as a way of both rewarding their 
commitment and supporting them in their quest to perform at their highest potential. 

 Special belts are worn by BBC members. All colored belts will have a black stripe down the middle 
of their belts. 

 BBC members can wear a special red uniform. 
 Access to special training and equipment. 
 Special social events, workshops, and seminars (open only to BBC members). 
 Possible selection to the TKO Demo Team. 
 BBC members are eligible for membership in the Leadership Teams. 
 Unlimited class privileges. 
 BBC members will have names listed as future leaders for their commitment to black belt. 

BBC Objectives 
The overall objective of the BBC is to help its members attain their personal best. As martial artists, 
emphasis will be placed on skill and technique, physical ability, and moral character. 

BBC Qualifications 

 Demonstrate commitment, dedication, a hardworking and positive attitude, and honor Essay on “Why 
you want to be a Black Belt and why you want to join the BBC” 

 Respect (Rank, Honor, Traditions) 
 Good grades (for school age children) 

BBC Obligations 
BBC members must maintain the standards of the BBC. They must continue to strive to achieve 

Black Belt Excellence. They must continue to be examples of hard work and dedication. Failure to maintain 
these may / will result in disciplinary action including suspension or expulsion from the BBC. 



 
 

 

 
 



RULES OF TKO Classroom Conduct 
 

 All students are required to pull their attendance card before 
their class.  

 Always stop and bow towards the workout floor each time you 
enter or leave the classroom as a sign of respect.  

 If you are late for class, you should bow and then stand with 
your feet together and one hand raised waiting for the instructor 
to notice you. Then you will ask permission to join the class.  

 Hands and feet are to be kept to yourself at all times, and 
pushing, shoving, kicking other students will not be tolerated.  

 If you have to fix your uniform, always turn away from the 
instructor to show respect.  

 Always use the restroom before or after class, only during class if it is an emergency.  
 Always answer only “Yes sir” or “Yes mam” when the instructor is talking and address the instructor 

as Mr., Mrs., or Ms. (Example: Master Nguyen or Mr. Nguyen) 
  Avoid talking to others when the instructor is talking.  
 If you have a question or need help, you are to raise your hand until the instructor calls on you.  
 Always pay close attention during class so that you will not have to ask for something to be repeated.  
 No student, regardless of rank or age, is allowed to correct or help any other student without the 

instructor’s permission and should never correct an instructor.  
 Always greet high-ranking visitors with respect during class.  
 Students are not permitted to participate in any sparring activities without the proper gear.  Foam 

hand, foot pads, shin pads, mouthpiece, and protective cup and support for male students. 
 On sparring days, all required sparring equipment must be on at time of sparring.  Only approved T-

shirts or uniform tops are allowed in sparring. 
 Please take home all items brought into the school. We are not responsible for gear, shoes, etc. left in 

the locker room or Dojo. 
 

Personal Conduct  
 

 Your personal appearance in class is a reflection of your pride, therefore always come to class with a 
clean uniform. ] 

 Show enthusiasm, spirit, and good sportsmanship at all times. 
 Always wear your complete gi unless specified otherwise by Sensei, and wash your gi regularly. 
 Hair should be short or pulled back, no headbands or sweatbands are to be worn.  
 Use of profanity will not be tolerated in the school or at any other TKO function. 
 Smoking and drinking alcohol is prohibited in uniform inside or outside the TKO School.  
 Shoes, socks, watches or jewelry, besides wedding rings, are not allowed to be worn during class.  
 Women must wear a white T-shirt under their uniform and men are allowed to at their choice. T-

shirts must be plain white though.  
 If you are to wear anything other than your uniform for Fun Nights or Special Clinics, you must wear 

sweatpants, T-shirt, and belt. No shorts or jeans allowed in class.  
 If you have to fix your uniform, always turn away from the instructor to show respect.  
 Permission of chief instructor is required before a student may enter or attend any other martial arts 

school.  
 

 



THE 12 SECRETS OF TKO PARENTS 
  

 Secret #1: Black Belt Parents never interact with their children during class. They realize that 
watching a martial arts class is just like observing their child in regular school, and the instructor is 
the only person in charge. Interrupting or interacting with their child would be disrespectful to the 
instructor and distracting to all of the students. Please refrain from all interaction unless asked by the 
instructor to do so. 

 Secret #2: Black Belt Parents always bring something quiet to do during their child’s class. They 
know that talking is disruptive to the class and to the other parents who are reading or working 
quietly. If Black Belt Parents want to socialize, they go outside until the class period is over. Parents 
and guests watch and wait in the lobby area only. 

 Secret #3: Black Belt Parents always keep their future black belts and Little Ninjas-to-be (ages 0 and 
up), under control, off of the workout floor, and quiet during older sibling’s classes. Crying, 
screaming, or rowdy children can be a major distraction to class. Black Belt Parents know this and 
always take overly enthusiastic little ones outside.  

 Secret #4: Black Belt Parents realize that the Martial Arts School is not a daycare center, so they drop 
off and pick up their children promptly. They realize that the staff cannot be responsible for their 
children left unattended before or after classes. If a child MUST unavoidably be left for extra time, 
Black Belt Parents always alert the staff and will make sure that their child knows where to sit quietly 
and wait.  

 Secret #5: Black Belt Parents know and faithfully practice all school rules and policies. They follow 
them and enforce these rules with their children. When mom and dad follow the school rules and 
regulations, then their child is more likely to follow their example. This starts at the front door, where 
everyone is to bow and greet instructors when entering and leaving.  

 Secret #6: Black Belt Parents pay attention to what their children are learning in class and reinforce 
their positive behavior at home. They realize that as parents, they are an important part of the martial 
arts school’s team, and help their children to improve by working with the instructors and staying 
informed.  

 Secret #7: Black Belt Parents know that their child is an individual who will progress at their own 
rate. They never compare a child to their sibling or other students. They encourage and support each 
child’s progress, including others and their own, and help them to set and achieve realistic goals.  

 Secret #8: Black Belt Parents remember why their child started martial arts in the first place, not to 
just memorize forms, but to improve themselves as people. So, Black Belt Parents are never harsh or 
pushy with instructors about how fast their child is learning. Black Belt Parents know that 
memorizing is not necessary or important. They take a moment and see how their child is improving 
as a whole person, realizing that rank graduation is just a part of the big picture.  

 Secret #9: Black Belt Parents know that if they have a problem or concern about their child’s 
training, progress, or about the school, they should go directly to the instructor, not to other parents. 
Black Belt Parents never start or spread gossip. In fact, they do their best to stamp it out.  

 Secret #10: Black Belt Parents are encouraging to all of the students in the school during class, 
testing, and demonstrations. They know that through their example, their children will also learn to 
encourage and support everyone in the martial arts school.  

 Secret #11: Black Belt Parents always make sure that they and their children show extra respect and 
courtesy when attending tournaments and other martial arts functions. They especially avoid 
confrontations with judges and other parents. Showing respect and courtesy is a great way to teach 
their children how to be good sports, whether they win or lose. If they do have a concern, they 
respectfully take it directly to the tournament director or to an event staff member.  

 Secret #12: Black Belt Parents will always help their children set goals both in and out of martial arts. 
These Black Belt Parents know that goal setting will help their children develop the perseverance and 
self-discipline needed to stick to commitments and achieve great personal success.  



Generating Power 
 

The Beginning student may ask; “Where does one obtain the power to 
create the devastating results attributed to Karate?” This power is 
attributed to the utilization of a person’s full potential through the 
mathematical application of Karate techniques. The average person 
uses only 10 to 20 percent of his potential. Anyone, regardless of size, 
age, or gender who can condition himself to use 100 percent of his 
potential can also perform the same destructive techniques.  Though 
training will certainly result in a superb level of physical fitness, it will 
not necessarily result in the acquisition of extraordinary stamina or 
superhuman strength. More important, Karate training will result in 
obtaining a high level of reaction force, concentration, equilibrium, 
breath control and speed; these are the factors that will result in a 
high degree of physical power. 
 
Reaction Force- According to Newton’s 3rd law, every action has an equal and opposite reaction. We use 
reaction force in Karate hand techniques by pulling our non-striking hand to the side or to our face. This 
reaction helps the striking hand have more power. 
 
Concentration- By applying the impact force onto the smallest target area, it will concentrate the force and 
therefore, increase its effect. It is important that you shouldn’t unleash all your strength at the beginning 
but gradually and particularly at the point of contact with your opponent’s body. That is to say, the shorter 
the time for the concentration, the greater the power of the blow. 
 
Equilibrium- By keeping the body always in balance, a blow is more effective and deadly. An unbalanced 
body is one that is easily toppled. The stance should always be stable yet flexible, for both offensive and 
defensive movements. 
To maintain good equilibrium, the center of gravity of the stance must fall on a straight line midway 
between both legs when the body weight is distributed equally on both legs. Or in the center of the foot if 
it is necessary to concentrate the bulk of body weight on one foot. 
 
Breath Control- Breathing not only affects one’s stamina and speed but can also condition a body to 
receive a blow and augment the power of a blow directed against an opponent. 
 
Mass- Force is obtained from maximum body weight and speed, and it is all-important that the body weight 
be increased during the execution of a blow. The maximum body weight is applied with the motion by 
turning the hips like a whip. The large abdominal muscles are twisted to provide additional body 
momentum. 
 
Speed- Speed is the most essential factor of power. The faster a technique is traveling, the more power it 
will have. 
This is why historically the martial arts have attracted the smaller individuals who can learn to harness a 
great deal of power due to the speed they generate in their techniques. The formula we can use to 
calculate the power of any technique is; P=1/2 MV2/time. P stands for power, ½ is a constant, M stands for 
mass, and V stands for velocity or speed. This equation clearly reveals why developing speed is the most 
important factor in developing power. 



Karate Uniform and Belt 
 
The uniform that a karate student wears is called a gi. It looks like a pair of pajamas, but it’s made of heavy 
cotton cloth. TKO students wear Karate gis.  The color of your belt indicates your karate rank. All students 
start out as white belts. You have to pass a test to advance to the next belt level. The colors are in this 
order: white, yellow, orange, green, blue, purple, brown 3rd, brown 2nd, red and black. 
 
To tie your uniform, cross the right side over first and tie the strings on your jacket. Pull the left side across 
and tie those strings. 
 

 



SPECIAL CLASSES 
 
SPARRING  
 
Classes focus solely on the art of sparring.  Due to the risk of 
injury, we require all students to wear the proper safety 
equipment regardless of their ranks. 
 
Beginning at the Gold Belt level, required safety equipment 
includes foam hand gear, foam foot gear, head gear, mouthpiece, 
and a groin protector for the male students. (Regardless of the 
age) 
 
Sparring classes begin with the students suited up in the proper 
safety wear before entering the workout area.  Warm-up 
exercises are conducted with sparring gear in place. 
 
Some sparring experience is required for all of the upper belt levels.  Before testing for the next belt, students 
must have executed the required number of sparring rounds. 
 
FORMS (KATA)  
 
An excercise consisting of a sequence of the specific movements of a martial art, used in training and 
designed to show skill in technique.  Consisting of several of the specific movements of a martial arts.  
Especially a pattern prescribed for defending oneself against several attackers, used in karate training.   
TKO offers this class to students who are preparing for White Belt through Black Belt testing as a means of 
developing the endurance, physical conditioning, balance, and muscle coordination necessary to pass the 
kata or forms part of the test. 
 
PRIVATE LESSONS 
 
Private lessons are offered to TKO students who are 
preparing for a belt test, to get ahead or catch up on class 
instructions, and for those who are competing in Karate 
Tournaments.  The classes are taught by the instructor of 
your choice in the TKO system.  Please make arrangements 
directly with that person. 
 
PRIVATE WEAPONS CLASSES TKO offers private 
classes in the use of weapons.  The weapons taught in 
school are the Staff (or Bo), the Nunchukus, and the Kamas.  
It is necessary for the student to own the weapon that he or 
she plans to study and to have permission from the 
instructor to take the weapons class. 

 
 

 
 
 



 

General Terms 
 

Bowing (Kyungye) 
 
All classes begin with bowing to the instructor 
and the flags.  Bowing to the flags is not a sign of 
worship but showing respect to your country and 
the country to who art you are studying.  Bowing 
is also an original tradition of greeting to one 
another. 
 
Basics 
 
Basics are the fundamental techniques and the 
primary skills to develop advanced techniques 
just as learning the alphabet is the foundation of 
learning the English language.  Karate basics are 
valuable throughout one’s entire study of martial 
arts. 
 
Yelling (Kia) 
 
Yelling helps build your internal power, brings up 
your energy level, and help in either scaring or 
confusing your opponent. 
 
Self-Defense 
 
Self-defense is literally defense of oneself.  A 
student learns how to free themselves from 
grabs and holds by working against the attacker’s 
power and vulnerable points.  The action must 
be reflexive so that the defender out-senses the 
attacker and uses the element of surprise. 
 
Board Breaking 
 
The purpose of board breaking is to build 
confidence and show skill.  Board breaking is a 
physical demonstration (having mental and 
philosophical aspects) to measure one’s progress 
in martial arts.  Successful breaking requires 
three things; accuracy, speed, and power.  
Breaking boards is practiced on breaking days so 
check your calendar 
 
 

 
Combination Kicks/Punches 
 
Combinations are two or more basic or advanced 
techniques combined with speed.  The main 
purpose of combinations is to confuse and 
surprise the attacker. 
 
Forms (Kata) 
 
Forms is essentially a routine with a theme.  It 
consists of stances, kicks, blocks, and punches 
arranged in a meaningful order I response to 
attacks from multiple imaginary assailants 
attacking from several directions.  The kata was 
formerly the only means masters had to transfer 
the essence of karate and their interpretation of 
the art to their students.  Until the twentieth 
century, free sparring as we know it today, didn’t 
exist. 
 
Free Sparring  
 
Free sparring….. 

 Improves endurance, balance, and flexibility. 
 Builds reflexes for quicker movements of 

attack, block, counter attack, and ability to 
dodge an attack. 

 Develops greater respiratory control 
 
When you practice sparring, you must remember 
that your partner is not your enemy, not a 
punching or kicking bag.  Your partner is your 
friend, with whom you can acquire better 
technique.  You must show respect and 
cooperation through light contact and maximum 
control.  During sparring, if you accidentally get 
hit by your partner, don’t lose your temper.  
Losing control of yourself would mean defeating 
your mental discipline. Be patient and show 
respect.



TKO Forms 
The concept of belts and rank is probably one that most people associate with Taekwondo and martial arts in 
general, even if they only have a passing interest in the subject. In American Taekwondo, our belts reflect a 
member's proven level of competence and (just as importantly) the progression of colors reflects an inner journey 
that never truly ends. Each belt achieved is truly an accomplishment worthy of respect. 
It is also worth noting that achieving a belt isn't just a matter of "spending enough time" in a previous belt. In 
order to achieve their next rank, a student must demonstrate their proficiency in their current belt's techniques, 
to include Basic Moves, Sparring, and Forms. 
 
Orange Belt:  Tan-Gun 
This pattern is named after the holy Dan-Gun, the legendary founder of Korea in the year 2333 BC. 
 
Green Belt:  Won-Hyo 
Won-Hyo was the noted monk who introduced Buddhism to the general populace in the Silla Dynasty in 686 AD. 
 
Blue Belt:  TKO Creative Form (on command) 
Design by Master W. Nguyen, the creative form is a series of traditional techniques with modern creative 
movements.  Student performing creative form on command by sets. 
 
Purple Belt:  TKO Creative Form (full motion) 
Student performing creative form in full action with a series of traditional techniques with modern creative 
movements.   
 
3rd Brown:  Weapons Form  
Students are required to learn a weapon forms in order to advance.  We have a variety of weapons forms from 
Nunchuku, Bo, Kama, Sai and Sword.  Learning how to use Martial Arts weapons properly is a great means to 
teach the Martial Arts in a new, fun & exciting way. Learning Martial Arts weapons is essential teaching tool in our 
Martial Arts curriculum.   All students are required to take privates from an instructor to learn their weapon form.   
 
2nd Brown:  Ba-Sai 
To penetrate the fortress. 
 
Red Belt:  Student must perform all traditional, creative and weapons form 
 
Red/Black Belt:  Student must perform all traditional, creative and weapons form PLUS - Choi-Gye 
A tae-kwon-do form named after a 16th century scholar 
 
1st Black Belt: Kwang-Gae 
KWANG-GAE is named after the famous Kwang-Gae-Toh-Wang, the 19th King of the Koguryo Dynasty, who 
regained all the lost territories including the greater part of Manchuria. The diagram represents the expansion and 
recovery of lost territory. The 39 movements refer to the first two figures of 391 A. D., the year he came to the 
throne. 
 
2nd Degree Black Belt:  Ge-Baek 
GE-BAEK is named after Ge-Baek, a great general in the Baek Je Dynasty (660 AD). The diagram represents his 
severe and strict military discipline.  
 
3rd Degree Black Belt:  Choi-Yong 
Choi-Yong is named after General Choi Yong, premier and commander in chief of the armed forces during the 
14th century Koryo Dynasty. Choi Yong was greatly respected for his loyalty, patriotism, and humility. He was 
executed by his subordinate commanders headed by general Yi Sung Gae, who later became the first King of the 
Lee Dynasty. 



 

Testing Rules  

Of the Texas Karate Organization Black Belt Association 
 

Any rank and credentials received through the testing 
of the Texas Karate Organization (TKO) are subject to 
be revoked if at any time a student’s attitude or 
actions do not meet with the standards and bylaws of 
TKO. 
 
All students are subject to a 30-day probation and 
must attend eight (8) classes to retain certification, 
unless otherwise approved by the instructor. 
 
Black Belts must remain active for 12 months after 
testing to retain certification.  Rank certificates will 
remain property of TKO until the Black Belt probation 
period expires (1 year).  Rank certifications must be 
surrendered upon request if rank is nullified due to 
violations of the Texas Karate Organization’s rules, 
including negative attitudes or actions by the student 
towards the studio. 
 
With controversial situations such as skipping a belt 
rank or failing a belt exam, the chief examiner must 
be notified to make the final decision. 
 
The Chief Examiner may terminate a student’s testing 
if at any time the following occur: 
 
1. The student’s health is in jeopardy 
2. The student will not follow the instruction of the 

Board 
3. The student is executing techniques that are 

dangerous or illegal 
4. The student or his/her parents show a lack of 

courtesy or demonstrate poor sportsmanship. 
 

 
 
 
 

Executive Testing 
 

Those students aged 40 and older may 
request to take the Executive test.  This test 
will have one-half of the free sparring 
requirements of the desired belt rank.  All rights, 
privileges and rank consideration will be the same. 
 

Senior Executive Testing 
 

Those students aged 55 years and older may 
request to take the Senior Executive test.  This test 
will have one-half of the free sparring 
requirements of the desired belt rank.  Also there 
will be no throws take-downs, or jump kicks.  The 
rights, privileges and rank consideration will be the 
same. 
 
 



 
Notice of Intent to Promote: ___________________________________ 
 
Dear Parents and Teachers: 
 
 Our main objective at the TKO (Texas Karate Organization) Martial Arts is to develop 
well-rounded citizens, not only at our schools, but in society as well. 
 
 TKO Martial Arts teaches the principles of Black Belt Excellence.  Not only do students 
become black belts in the martial arts, but they strive to become academic black belts and 
eventually, corporate black belt employees.  We use “black belt” as a metaphor for personal 
excellence. 
 
 In order to monitor our students’ progress toward these goals, we respectfully request 
that you complete the following. 
 
1. Teachers:  This student is respectful, is doing satisfactory work and is receiving passing 

grades. 
 

Please circle yes or no, and then sign your name in the blank. 
 
Yes     No ___________________ Yes     No _______________________ 
 
Yes     No ___________________ Yes     No _______________________ 
 
Yes     No ___________________ Yes     No _______________________ 
 

2. Parents:  My child has been behaving in a respectful manner and is cooperating at home.  
Please circle one answer below. 

 
AGREE  DISAGREE 
 
Give an example: 
 
 
 

 
 
_______________________________________ _____________________ 
Parents’ Signature      Date 
 

 If our students do not meet these qualifications either at home, at school, or at TKO, we 
will delay the student’s promotion until there has been satisfactory improvement. 
 
 If you have any direct feedback beyond the scope of this form, please feel free to write on 
back of paper or call us at 281-781-5181.  Thank you for your cooperation. 

 
 
Sincerely, 

      Master W. Nguyen 
                                                                 TKO (Texas Karate Organization)  



CHILD DROP OFF POLICIES  
With safety always being a priority, there are two rules for our facility pertaining to dropping off your 
child.  We will require that parents come into the building to drop off their children, as well as come in 
the door to pick them up. For non-members of our school, parents are required to stay for the entire 
duration of a class.  
 
PAYMENT POLICIES  
We currently have some of the lowest class fees in the nation, But as with all things, employee payrolls 
including insurance, maintenance, and electric costs all continue to rise in price. Through your help in 
supporting TKO in all aspects including merchandise, we can keep everyone’s cost down.  
 
Our method of accepting monthly tuition is by electronic debit, which is an automated system, and can be 
used with checking or savings accounts. The monthly tuition will be automatically withdrawn for the 
designated amount of payments on the declared day. This type of payment is required for monthly 
tuitions. The only items not included are optional things such as sparring gears, tournaments, seminars, 
extra merchandise, birthday parties, etc. All special seminars and graduations must be paid by the given 
date in order to attend these events. And while we can obtain almost any type of martial arts item you will 
need, all special order items must be paid in full before the item will be ordered for you.  
 
TKO SHOP  
TKO has always had the policy of trying to keep your fees as low as possible as a courtesy to you.  To 
help us keep our cost down, you MUST purchase sparring equipment from the school. We can no longer 
allow outside sparring gear/training equipment to be purchased outside of the dojo. There are also T-
shirts, Sweatshirts, hoodies, and uniforms. You can also order custom uniforms.  
 
RANK GRADUATIONS  
There are 9 colored belts that you will go through on your way to black belt. Every 4 months a graduation 
will be held that will allow you to graduate to the next rank. As a white belt, before graduation, you must 
be able to demonstrate the material you have learned in class. There are no minimum class times required 
as a white belt in order to graduate to the next belt, the orange belt. And as many students are often 
nervous about attending their first graduation, we do not require that they actually have to attend the 
graduation in order to get their next belt. As you work your way through each of the belt ranks, you will 
learn new forms, self-defense, and techniques. The order of the belts you will go through is as follows:  
 
White - Yellow - Orange – Green – Purple – Blue - Brown 3rd - Brown 2nd - Red - Red/Black - 
1st Degree Black Belt - And of course the journey does not end once you reach black belt. It has only 
begun, as there is much more to learn, and increasing ranks of black belt.  
 
MID-TERM CHECKPOINTS  
Each graduation cycle will be 16 weeks long, in which time you will learn all of the required material for 
the next graduation. About half way through the cycle, you will receive a mid-term stripe testing, which 
will show your current progress during the cycle. If you would want extra help outside of class, you will 
be able to schedule 30-minute private lessons one-on-one with your instructor to get caught up.  
 
TESTING  
Within a few days before the graduation, there will be a testing held by the instructor who will grade what 
you have learned. Most of the time, if you have practiced outside of class and know your material, you 
will graduate. But of course there may be a graduation you will have to miss if you are not yet prepared 
for it. This does not mean you have failed. It simply means that more practice is required before 
graduating to the next rank. We only let students test that have met the criteria that we require before 
graduation to insure they are ready.  



 
GRADUATION DAY  
On graduation day, you will attend the graduation and perform a board break. Purple belts and above must 
complete the board breaks required of their rank. Nominated black belts and above must attend the board 
breaks at the graduation. All black belts must be present on graduation. Colored belts are allowed to miss 
up to 2 graduations along their way to black belt if circumstances do not allow them to be there on that 
day. In this case, your pre-testing will be counted as your graduation, and your belt will be presented to 
you in the next regular class that you attend. On the graduation day, you will be able to bring all of your 
family and friends to watch you show off their Karate. And at the end of the graduation, you will receive 
your next belt!  
TESTING/GRADUATION FEES  
COLORED BELT GRADUATIONS 

White-Purple Belts are conducted every 4 months,  $50 

Brown-Red $75 

1st Degree Black Belt  $200 

2nd Degree (Additional 2+ year black belt training)  $200 

3rd Degree (Additional 3+ year black belt training) $300 

4th Degree (Additional 4+ year black belt training) $400 

5th Degree Master Black Belt (Additional 5+ year black belt training) 

 
BLACK BELT TESTINGS  
Once you are a black belt, you will not be doing normal graduations every 4 months. Instead, 1st Degree 
Black Belts must do a total of 2 years of black belt training before being eligible to test to 2nd degree black 
belt.  For 2nd Degree Black Belts, they must do 3 years of black belt training before being eligible to test 
for 3rd degree black belt.  All Black Belt Degree test will not perform regular belt testing, but will perform 
their black belt form, Weapon/Specialty form and 2 rounds of sparring.  
 
PRIVATE LESSONS  
Rather you have missed classes and want some personal training to get caught up, or if you would like 
extra help outside of the normal class, you can schedule 30-minute private lessons one-on-one with your 
instructor. Cost per private lessons are $30 per half hour.  Private lessons can assist you in preparing for 
graduations or tournaments in forms, self-defense, or weapons. All private lessons must be paid for at 
least 1 day in advance and are only refundable if we are given notice that you need to cancel the day 
before your scheduled private lesson.  
 
SHOW AND TELL  
This is your chance to bring your instructor to your school classroom and share Taekwondo with other 
students! This is a special day that you will get to be your instructors very own personal assistant in 
demonstrating listening skills such as answering Yes Maam/Sir as well as certain blocks and kicks. You 
will also get to demonstrate your own Taekwondo skills through forms, weapons or board breaking. 
Through Karate, you can help your classmates make good decisions and understand that fighting is wrong 
and that Karate can help in defense against strangers that try to hurt them. Most importantly, you get the 
chance to help change other student’s lives through Karate. Show and tells are a great way to show off 
leadership skills outside of TKO. 

 
 



SPECIAL SEMINARS/CLINICS 
 
We offer a tremendous variety of training at TKO. On special occasions seminars are offered for an additional fee. 
Pricing depends on the length of time and days.  All weapons are sold separately from the actual seminar/clinic.  
Most seminars are 1-2 hour in length, packed with lots of info and training. In some cases, there may be 2 levels to 
attend.  One might be a single weapon, and then level two double weapons. In other cases, level two might also be 
more advanced techniques that builds upon the level one techniques. As long as you have the required weapons, 
you may take both level one and two. Some of the seminars are also marked available to public, which means that 
you do not have to be in Karate in order to attend it. So bring family and friends!  
 
Sparring 
Learn how to become better both offensively and defensively in sparring in this special sparring only seminar. You 
will learn some of the best moves in order to score points in sparring that are used by world champions.  
 
Board Breaking 
The board breaking seminar is designed to teach you all of the tips and tricks of breaking boards that will make you 
become a better board breaker. You will also learn how to properly hold for all board breaking techniques. If you 
like breaking boards, this is the seminar for you. 
 
Bo Staff 
One of the largest weapons you will receive training here at TKO. The Bo Staff is a solid wood stick that ranges 
from 4 to 6 feet in length. The right size depends on your own height. You will learn mid-range and long-range 
techniques that can be done with the bo staff. This is wide clearing strikes that will give you the most effective 
range out of the weapon. 
 
Nunchakus  
Nunchakus is one of the most popular weapons in martial arts. Two sticks approximately 12 inches in length are 
connected with a string or chain. These weapons, when properly handled, have amazing speed and can yield the 
power of a shotgun. Learn how to use single and double nunchakus. 
 
Kamas 
The kama is a very unique weapon which is a handle with a curved blade perpendicular to the end of the handle. 
The kama utilizes unique striking techniques that you will learn with a double kamas. Learn how to impressively 
handle double kamas. 
 
Sword 
One of the most ancient and widely used weapons in martial arts history, the sword is also available at TKO. Learn 
the secrets and techniques of the sword and then learn even more advanced techniques and dynamic strikes. 
 
Sais 
An ancient weapon with unknown origin is the Sai. Equipped with two prongs designed specifically for blocking 
and other unique techniques, the Sai is an extraordinary weapon. Learn how to use two Sais simultaneously and 
also the key points on the body.  Be able to use them to your advantage and you will learn even more pressure 
points and ways to stun and disable an attacker. 
 
Stick Fighting, Eskrima, Arnis and Kali are umbrella terms for the traditional martial arts of 
the Philippines that emphasize weapon-based fighting with sticks. Learn about fighting with sticks with expert tips 
and advice on fighting and self defense.  Also included is hand-to-hand combat, joint locks, grappling and weapon 
disarming techniques.  



TOURNAMENTS 
  
TKO requires all students to attend at least one 
tournament per every belt ranking.  Participating 
in Open Martial Arts tournaments is a great way 
to meet new friends of the same rank and age that 
are also in martial arts all over the country. 
Tournaments are held monthly in which you are 
able to go and compete in. Many tournaments will 
be within distance that you will be able to go to 
the tournament, compete and be back home the 
same day, while other times you can make a mini-
vacation out of it and stay in a hotel with a pool!  
 
Before the tournament, you will be able to get an 
estimated staging time for your division to begin. 
You will of course want to plan on being there 
early, as this is only a guideline. But this allows 
you to go only for the time required to compete in 
the tournament. However, many will choose to stay for an entire day to experience the entire tournament. 
It is a lot of fun watching the black belt divisions! Also remember that if you would like some one-on-one 
time with your instructor, private lessons are an excellent way to have an edge before competing in a 
tournament!  
 

DEMONSTRATIONS AND PARADES  
TKO will offer many chances for you to show off your Taekwondo skills publicly at demonstrations 
around the area, as well as parades. You are of course not required to attend any of these events, but it’s 
highly recommended because we have a lot of fun at them! We use these types of events to showcase 
your skills and set an example of what any average person can do in martial arts with practice.  
 
Members of the Leadership Program will also be able to become a part of the TKO Demo Team, which 
puts on special choreographed demonstrations with weapons, extreme kicks, music, board breaking, and 
more! Members of this team are able to wear a completely different and unique uniform for these events, 
of which you will see when you attend some of these events.  
 

CLASS ATTENDANCE  
If you know you have something coming up that may prevent you from being able to attend regular 
classes, with permission from TKO, you will be allowed to make these up either before or after your 
missed classes. This includes sports, family emergencies, and illnesses.  
 
TKO is not a seasonal sport and offers classes year round. One exception is on holidays, which you will 
be given notice of. The only other exception that may prevent us from having class would be severe 
weather condition. In this event, we will post on our website or email you updates on cancellations.  
 
TKO class schedule will depend on what age group, rank, and program you are enrolled in. Below is your 
class schedule available to you. If you are unable to attend a class, you will be allowed to make up your 
class on a different day at no charge. Just contact us about what additional day or time is available for 
you. But you also have the option of scheduling a private lesson in order to get more personal instruction 
time.  



 



 
 
 

CREATING TOMORROW’S LEADERS… 
                   
            …ONE BLACK BELT AT A TIME!  
  
 

 
STAR REWARD SYSTEM: 
 
Earn a STAR to be placed on your Karate Belt or Traditional Uniforms 
 
  
 
     When you bring in a Report Card with all A’s and B’s.  
GOLD     When you turn in 4 student of the day card. 
     When you referred a friend to enroll as a member at our dojo. 
  
 
 

     Completing the monthly life skills homework and  
BLUE      displaying the monthly life skill in and out of class.  

For completion of the “job list.”  
   
  
 
 
RED   For each special event you participate in, such as Tournaments, 

Demos, and Parades.  
 
Keep in mind that “Every student is a winner” and that, “Every kid is special” and kids can be  
rewarded for increase in confidence and other life skills as well as athletic accomplishment.  
 

 
INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION  
Scheduled Annually 
 
There are three levels of instructors: 
 
Level 1 – Basic:  This is an assistant instructor level for adults and children whom are Blue 
Belts or higher. 
 
Level 2- Intermediate:  Adults whom are Brown Belt or higher in rank whom have completed an 
instructor’s seminar within the last year. 
 
Level 3- Advanced:  Adult Black Belts whom have completed an instructor’s seminar within the 
last year. 



Gold Belt Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 

 
 
Student Name: _______________________________ Date: _____________ 
 
 
Basic Stepping Punch and Blocks: 
 
Stepping Punch ______   Stepping Reverse _______ 
 
High Block______   Low Block______   Twin Fist ______   Inside_____   
 
Comments:  _________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Basic Kicks and Punches:  
 
Jab ______ Back Fist ______   Reverse Punch ______    
 
Defensive- Front______   Round_____   Back Kick_____  
 
Offensive-Front_____   Round_____   Back Kick_____       
 
Lunging Back-Fist ______ Step-Through Back-Fist ______  
 
Comments:  _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Self-Defense:  
 
Front Push _____   Front Choke _____   Double Wrist Grab_____    
 
Front Bear Hug _____    
 
Comments:  _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Overall Performance: 
 
Stances ______ Reflex ______ Technique _______ Power _______ Attitude ______ 
 
 
Comments:  _________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Examiner: ________________________________  



Orange Belt Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 

 
Student Name:________________________________________    Date:_______________ 
 
Basic Blocks: 
 
Front Stance - High ______ Low ______ Twin Fist ______ Inside ______    
 
Back Stance - Outside_____   Knife Hand _____       
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Punches:  
 
Back Fist ______   Reverse Punch ______   Stepping Punch ______    
 
Stepping Reverse _______ Stepping Jab ______ 
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Kicks: 
 
Defensive- Front ______   Round _____   Back _____  
Offensive-Front ______   Round ______   Back ______ Jump Front ______   Jump Round ______    
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Forms on Command:  Tan-Gun (No Kicks)   ______ 
 
Self-Defense with Attacker: 
 
Front Bear Hug _____   Front Push _____   Front Choke _____   Double Wrist Grab _____    
Front Punch _____   Back Grab_____   Back Bear Hug_____    
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sparring:  Optional 
 
Score: __________Comments:_________________________________________________ 
 
Overall Performance: 
 
Stances ______ Reflex ______ Technique _______ Power _______ Attitude ______ 
 
 
Examiner: _______________________________ 
  



Green Belt Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 

 
 

Student Name: ________________________________________    Date:_______________ 
 
Basic Blocks: 
 
Front Stance - High ______ Low ______ Twin Fist ______ Inside ______    
Back Stance - Outside_____   Knife Hand _____       
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Punches:  
 
Back Fist ______   Reverse Punch ______ Stepping Punch ______    
Stepping Reverse _______ Stepping Jab ______ 
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Kicks: 
Defensive- Front ______   Round _____   Back _____  
Offensive-Front ______   Round ______   Back ______ 
Jump Front ______   Jump Round ______   Come Around Back ______ 
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Forms:   Tan-Gun 
 
Stance ____   Focus _____   Power _____   Attitude _____   Timing _____ 
 
Comments:___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Self-Defense with Attacker: 
 
Front Bear Hug _____   Front Push _____   Front Choke _____   Double Wrist Grab _____    
Front Punch _____   Back Grab_____   Back Bear Hug_____    
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sparring:   (Optional)  Score: __________ Comments: _______________________________________ 
 
Overall Performance: 
 
Stances ______ Reflex ______ Technique _______ Power _______ Attitude ______ 
 
Examiner: ____________________________  



Blue Belt Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 
 
 

Student Name:  __________________________________________ Date:  _______________ 
 
Punches with Random Calls:  
Stepping Punch ______   Stepping Reverse _______ Stepping Jab ______  
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Blocks With Punching and Turning: 
High Block______   Low Block______   Twin Fist ______   Outside_____   Inside_____    
Knife Hand_____    
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Combination Kicks: 
Defensive & Offensive – Front/Round/Side_____  
Jump Front/Round_____   Turning Back/Hook_____   Come Around Side_____  
Stationary Front/Round_____   
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Forms: 
Won-Hyo _____    
 
Stance ____   Focus _____   Power _____   Attitude _____   Timing _____ 
 
Comments:___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Free-Style Self-Defense: 
 
Stance ____   Focus _____   Power _____   Attitude _____   Timing _____ Control _____ 
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sparring:  Optional 
 
Score: __________Comments:__________________________________________________ 
 
Overall Performance: 
 
Stances ______ Reflex ______ Technique _______ Power _______ Attitude ______ 
 
Examiner: ______________________________  



Purple Belt Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 
 
 

Student Name:  __________________________________________Date:  _______________ 
 
Punches with Random Calls:  
Stepping Punch ______   Stepping Reverse _______ Stepping Jab ______  
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Blocks With Punching and Turning: 
High Block______   Low Block______   Twin Fist ______   Outside_____   Inside_____    
Knife Hand_____    
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Combination Kicks: 
Defensive & Offensive – Front/Round/Side_____  
Jump Front/Round_____   Turning Back/Hook_____   Come Around Side_____  
Stationary Front/Round_____   Defensive Hook_____   Turning Hook_____   
Front_____   360 Crescent _____ 
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Forms:  Creative Forms (on call by sets)  
 
Stance ____   Focus _____   Power _____   Attitude _____   Timing _____ 
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Free-Style Self-Defense: 
 
Stance ____   Focus _____   Power _____   Attitude _____   Timing _____ Control _____ 
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sparring:  Optional 
 
Score: __________Comments:__________________________________________________ 
 
Overall Performance:  Stances ______ Reflex ______ Technique _______ Power ______ Attitude _____ 
 
 
Examiner: _________________________   



Brown 3rd Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 

 
Student Name:  __________________________________________Date:  _______________ 
 
All Hand Techniques: On the call Random (Including Chops, Elbow and Open Hand Strikes) 
 
Confidence______      Attitude______     Alertness______      Technique______  
 
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Blocks with Punching and Turning: On the call Random  
 
High Block______   Low Block______   Twin Fist ______   Outside_____   Inside_____    
Knife Hand_____    
 
Traditional Kicks: 
 
Defensive & Offensive – Front/Round/Side_____  
Jump Front/Round _____   Turning Back/Hook _____   Come Around Side _____  
Stationary Front/Round _____   Defensive Hook _____   Turning Hook _____   
 Drop Kicks _____   Run Jump Side _____   Inside/Outside Crescent _____   Double Jump Front _____    
360 Crescent/Round/Back/Hook_____ 
 
Combination Sparring Techniques:  (All Hands and kicks) 
 
Reflex _____ Technique ______ Power _______ Attitude ______ 
 
Forms:  Creative Full Action 
 
Stance ____   Focus _____   Power _____   Attitude _____   Timing _____ 
 
Free-Style Self-Defense: 
 
Stance ____   Focus _____   Power _____   Attitude _____   Timing _____ Control _____ 
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sparring:  Optional 
 
Confidence______      Attitude______     Alertness______      Technique______ Control _______ 
 
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Examiner: _________________________ 



Brown 2nd Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 

 
 

Student Name: _____________________________________Date:_______________ 
 
All Hand Techniques: On the call Random (Including Chops, Elbow and Open Hand Strikes) 
 
Confidence______      Attitude______     Alertness______      Technique______  
 
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Blocks with Punching and Turning: On the call Random  
 
High Block______   Low Block______   Twin Fist ______   Outside_____   Inside_____    
Knife Hand_____    
 
Combination Kicks: 
 
Defensive & Offensive – Front/Round/Side_____  
Jump Front/Round_____   Turning Back/Hook_____   Come Around Side_____  
Stationary Front/Round_____   Defensive Hook_____   Turning Hook_____   
 Drop Kicks_____   Run Jump Side_____   Inside/Outside Crescent_____   Double Jump Front_____   360 
Crescent/Round/Back/Hook_____ 
 
On Command Sparring Techniques:  (All Hands and Kicks) 
 
Reflex _____ Technique ______ Power _______ Attitude ______ 
 
Forms:  Creative Weapon of choice (will need Privates scheduled from your instructor) 
 
Stance_____   Focus_____   Power_____   Attitude_____   Timing_____ Control of Weapon _____ 
 
Free-Style Self-Defense: 
 
Stance ____   Focus _____   Power _____   Attitude _____   Timing _____ Control _____ 
 
Comments:____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sparring:  Optional 
 
Confidence______      Attitude______     Alertness______      Technique______ Control ______ 
 
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Examiner: _________________________ 
 



Red Belt Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 

 
Student Name: _____________________________________Date: _______________ 
 
All Hand Techniques: On the call Random (Including Chops, Elbow and Open Hand Strikes) 
 
Confidence______      Attitude______     Alertness______      Technique______  
 
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Blocks with Punching and Turning: On the call Random  
 
High Block______   Low Block______   Twin Fist ______   Outside_____   Inside_____    
Knife Hand_____    
 
Combination Kicks: 
 
Defensive & Offensive – Front/Round/Side_____  
Jump Front/Round_____   Turning Back/Hook_____   Come Around Side_____  
Stationary Front/Round_____   Defensive Hook_____   Turning Hook_____   
 Drop Kicks_____   Run Jump Side_____   Inside/Outside Crescent_____   Double Jump Front_____   360 
Crescent/Round/Back/Hook_____ 
 
On Command Sparring Techniques:  (All Hands and Kicks) 
 
Reflex _____ Technique ______ Power _______ Attitude ______ 
 
Forms:  Bai Sai 
 
Stance ____   Focus _____   Power _____   Attitude _____   Timing _____ 
 
Basic Self-Defense: 
 
Reflexes_____   Control_____   Focus_____   Technique_____   Attitude_____    
 
Free-Style Self-Defense: 
 
Reflexes_____   Control_____   Focus_____   Technique_____   Attitude_____   Endurance_____ 
 
Sparring and Multiple Attackers:  Optional 
 
Confidence______      Attitude______     Alertness______      Technique______ 
 
 
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Examiner: _________________________ 



Red/Black Stripe Belt Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 

 
Student Name: _____________________________________Date: _______________ 
 
 
All Hand Techniques: On the call Random (Including Chops, Elbow and Open Hand Strikes) 
 
Score: __________Comments:__________________________________________________ 
 
Blocks with Punching and Turning: On the call Random  
 
High Block______   Low Block______   Twin Fist ______   Outside_____   Inside_____    
Knife Hand_____    
 
Combination Kicks: 
 
Defensive & Offensive – Front/Round/Side_____  
Jump Front/Round_____   Turning Back/Hook_____   Come Around Side_____  
Stationary Front/Round_____   Defensive Hook_____   Turning Hook_____   
 Drop Kicks_____   Run Jump Side_____   Inside/Outside Crescent_____   Double Jump Front_____   360 
Crescent/Round/Back/Hook_____ 
 
On Command Sparring Techniques:  (All Hands and Kicks) 
 
Reflex _____ Technique ______ Power _______ Attitude ______ 
 
Forms: 
 
Tan-Gun _____ Won-Hyo _____   Creative Form _____ Weapons _____   Bai Sai _____ 
 
 
Basic Self-Defense: 
 
Reflexes_____   Control_____   Focus_____   Technique_____   Attitude_____    
 
Free-Style Self-Defense: (Multiple Attackers) 
 
Reflexes_____   Control_____   Focus_____   Technique_____   Attitude_____   Endurance_____ 
 
Sparring and Multiple:   
 
Confidence______      Attitude______     Alertness______      Technique______ 
 
Comments: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Examiner: ________________________ 



1st Dan Black Belt Test 
Grading will be determined by using the scale from 1-10  

1-2 Poor, 3-4 Needs Improvements, 5-6 Average, 7-8 Above Average, 9-10 Perfect 

 
Student Name: _____________________________________Date: _______________ 
 
Essay: 
500 Words – How the martial arts program Nguyen’s TKO has Benefited Me. 
 
All Hand Techniques: On the call Random (Including Chops, Elbow and Open Hand Strikes) 
 
Score: __________Comments:__________________________________________________ 
 
Blocks with Punching and Turning: On the call Random  
 
High Block______   Low Block______   Twin Fist ______   Outside_____   Inside_____    
Knife Hand_____    
 
Combination Kicks: 
 
Defensive & Offensive – Front/Round/Side_____  
Jump Front/Round_____   Turning Back/Hook_____   Come Around Side_____  
Stationary Front/Round_____   Defensive Hook_____   Turning Hook_____   
 Drop Kicks_____   Run Jump Side_____   Inside/Outside Crescent_____   Double Jump Front_____   360 
Crescent/Round/Back/Hook_____ 
 
On Command Sparring Techniques:  (All Hands and Kicks) 
 
Reflex _____ Technique ______ Power _______ Attitude ______ 
 
Forms: 
 
Tan-Gun _____ Won-Hyo _____   Creative Form _____   Weapons Form _____  
Bai Sai ______ Choi Gye _____  
 
Basic Self-Defense: 
Reflexes_____   Control_____   Focus_____   Technique_____   Attitude_____    
 
Free-Style Self-Defense: (Multiple Attackers) 
 
Reflexes_____   Control_____   Focus_____   Technique_____   Attitude_____   Endurance_____ 
 
Sparring and Multiple:   
Confidence______      Attitude______     Alertness______      Technique______ 
 
Comments: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Examiner: ________________________ 


